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Motivated by the growing number of qubits in D-Wave

quantum annealers and the recent work by Hastings in

proving a relativized speed-up for stochastic adiabatic

quantum computing [4] , we’ve developed a framework

to map black box, highly constrained engineering

problems into quadratic unconstrained binary

optimization problems (QUBO) which can be minimized

by quantum annealers and other QUBO solvers. The

proposed novel factorization machine-based quantum

annealing optimization framework allows us to rapidly

sample globally optimized designs of meta-devices with

non-trivial shapes/topologies based on QUBO sampling.

The developed framework opens up new ways to solve

previously inaccessible, highly-constrained design

optimization problems in photonics. The proposed

approach goes beyond photonic design and could be

adapted for a diverse range of other nascent design,

synthesis, and material discovery problems, e.g., in

mechanics, chemistry, materials science, and biology.
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QUBO Sampling of Highly-Constrained Optimization Problems: Inverse Design of Metasurfaces

Within this work we have developed a unique framework

to map a broad range of constrained inverse problems

into a quantum annealer, or any quadratic unconstrained

binary optimization (QUBO) solver, for sampling.

The developed techniques consist of

(i) encode the original constrained inverse problem into

the binary compressed space via training of a binary

variational autoencoder

(ii) map the constructed binary compressed space into

the QUBO model through the training of a second-

order factorization machine

(iii) embed the FM into the QUBO sampler

(iv) repeat steps ii and iii until the FM converges to

producing good designs

• Structure of thermal emitter:

Three layered metastructure, consisting of TiN back reflector,

SiN spacer, and top TiN antenna.

• Optimization problem:

Optimization of top antenna design to match the working

band of the GaAs PV cell (wavelength range from 400 nm to

1800 nm), i.e., to maximize the in-band and minimize out-of-

band emissivity/absorption spectra.

Developed framework has broad applications,

however, we use it to encode meta-device designs

with complex shapes/topologies into the binary,

compressed design space with the reduced

dimensionality and map this compressed

representation into the D-Wave machine.

Training of factorization machine (FM) based QUBO model:

• Training set of binary-VAE is done based on 5000 TO designs

• The dimension of the binary compressed space of binary-VAE is set to 500

• FM trained on 2500 randomly sampled binary vectors with FOMs

• Simulated annealing has been used for sampling (100 designs sampled within

each training epoch)

30 epochs of the training takes ~30 min in total

We tried many different QUBO samplers for step iii including quantum Monte Carlo on CUDA cores, simulated annealing, D-

Wave Advantage quantum annealer, and the D-Wave hybrid classical/quantum sampler. Due to the low qubit counts on the D-

Wave quantum annealer, we found the hybrid classical/quantum sampler and simulated annealing to be the best in practice.
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